2000 ford f150 fuel pump relay location

The fuel pump relay, a small electric unit which automatically opens and closes the fuel pump
valve, controls the fuel intake of a Ford pickup. The fuel pump relay of a Ford pickup, also
known as the fuel shut off switch, is located in the passenger foot well, behind the behind the
kick panel and inside the fuse panel. In addition to controlling the flow of fuel to the engine, the
relay also keeps the electric fuel pump from functioning after a collision, minimizing the chance
of fire igniting after an accident. After a collision, the fuel pump relay switch is automatically
activated, preventing the vehicle from cranking. The fuel reset indicator will be lit on the
instrument panel. Once it has been reset, the car will start. Farrah Jean has been a grant writer
and proofreader since An avid reader, her portfolio includes literary criticism and book reviews
for "Dorrance Publishing," "Destiny Images" and Enchanting Reviews. She holds a bachelor's
degree in human services, a history minor and a graduate certificate in health management from
Saint Thomas University. She is currently working on her master's degree at Capella University.
The fuel pump relay gives the fuel pump power when it is time to build up fuel pressure in the
rail. There are different reasons due to which the fuel pump relay fails. In this article, we will
discuss symptoms that your fuel relay failed, location, replacement cost, and how to diagnose
it. The relay can fail due to many reasons, from dust to electrical power surges, anything can
affect the well-being of a fuel pump relay. The engine control module does always monitor all
engine sensors to ensure they do not show the wrong values. If the ECU suspect a wrong value
from any sensor, it will light up the check engine light. The ECU monitors the fuel pressure with
the help of the fuel pressure sensor. If the fuel pump relay suddenly fails, it will light up the
check engine light and store a trouble code on the fuel pressure. An engine runs on fuel just
like the heart of a human runs on oxygen and blood. Therefore, any fuel pump relay issues will
affect fuel flow to the combustion chamber, and your vehicle might have problems starting.
However, this can happen due to several other reasons, such as a choked fuel filter , so you
should always properly diagnose your car before replacing any parts. If the fuel pump relay may
have any bad solderings inside it, it might suddenly lose the relay connection and stop
delivering power to the fuel pump. The part that ensures none of this happens is the fuel pump,
and it cannot work perfectly if the fuel pump relay develops any issues. A faulty fuel pump relay
can also cause the engine not to start at all and be completely dead. No fuel pressure means
that your engine will never start, and if the fuel pump relay failed, it would not give any power to
the fuel pump to build up fuel pressure. When you turn the ignition on in the ignition lock, you
should hear a whirring noise from the rear of the car. This means that the fuel pump started
building fuel pressure in the fuel rail. If you cant hear this, there might be a problem with the
fuel pump relay. You can try to listen closer around the fuel tank for any noise for seconds after
turning the ignition on. In most car models, the fuel pump relay is located in a fuse box
somewhere under your dashboard, but it can also be located in the fuse box in the engine bay.
For different vehicles, the fuel pump relays can be located in different places. The fuel pump
relay is a small electronic device easily acquired online or at the nearest spare parts shop.
Diagnosing a relay is often pretty straight forward. The fuel pump relay does often have 4 pins,
and in this case, it is often easy. If your relay has more pins and not the same numbers
mentioned here, you need to check a wiring diagram. I have been working with cars for 10
years, specialized in diagnostics and troubleshooting. I created this blog because I was tired of
finding false information on the web while looking for repair information. I hope you enjoy my
content! The fuel pump relay is an important component of the fuel system of your vehicle.
Whenever you turn on the ignition of your vehicle, the fuel pump relay is turned on. Contents
show. Rough Acceleration. Engine Stalling. Engine is completely dead. No noise from fuel pump
on ignition. Where is the Fuel Pump Relay Located? Fuel Pump Relay Replacement Cost. Fuel
Pump Relay Diagnosis. Search This Site Search. Cab 4WD. I believe my fuel pump relay is bad.
Truck will crank but won't start. Cannot hear pump running. I ran power to the fuel pump and
got it started so I believe it's the fuel relay. I'm seeing that some people are saying this year
truck the fuel relay switch is soldered into the fuse box and isn't interchangeable. Is this true?
Do I have any other options than buying a new fuse box? New fuse box costs from the dealer.
At the relay, unplug it, is terminal 30 hot, with engine cranking, It should be. If so, you can use
jumper wire between terminal 30 and terminal 87, the fuel pump should run. If it runs that
usually means the problem is on control side of relay, voltage and ground. The two top wires in
diagram are voltage and both fuse protected. The voltage comes from pcm power relay. I'd want
to check voltage and ground circuits for the relay before replacing. Just my opinion. WHITE
answered 3 years ago. The relay is hard wired into the fuse box. So I cannot take it out. I spoke
to another person who told me that if I have power on 32,33,34 with the key on, then my relay
should be fine I've changed the driver module and couldn't get it to start. I put power to the
pump and got it to start. Cannot figure out what the issue is.. I have a model that began
cranking and not starting on occasion and most recently will not start - it has no fuel pressure,

relays K4 fuel pump and K PCM bench check O. Yes it would be nice to find a nice clearly
legible electrical schematic of this circuit Not a diagram. GuruW8FM9 answered 2 years ago. In
checking my problem further I find my fuel pump circuit has 2. Digging into this more I find that
one of my fuel tank straps has let go and maybe with the tank hanging down a bit it has pulled a
connection loose?? Cheers " another old guy ". Anthony answered about a year ago. Qwerty
answered about a year ago. I found posts in other forums about a harness junction that's under
the truck, driver seat. Right there on the frame. Might want to take a multimeter and poke
around, I don't remember the specifics of what was said but I remember it was relevant. My
issue is I have gone through a couple fuel pumps recently and I just walked up to my truck and
the fuel pump was running.. I was walking up to it to change the pump yet again but I should
really figure out why it would be running on its own first.. Robs08nightmare answered 7 months
ago. I know this is old but did you ever figure out the problem with the 04 fuel pump?? Zero fuel
pressure. Any help would be appreciated. GuruJMC8W answered 6 months ago.
Robs08nightmare2 I have an 07 and mine died going down the road a couple of months ago.
Went against a shade mechanic's advice and bought one from the salvage yard. Found out that
it wasn't right box guess whoever had the pickup before i bought it had to replace it before I just
bought the correct fuse box but it has to be programed to be able to start it again. I hope this
helps somebody out there Jennifer Turner. I'm seeing that so Have the owners manual which
indicates the location of the relay. Suppose to in slot C between two large banks of relays
numbered one through According to the diagram there should be On my 5. It blows out and
stops working every week or so. The Ford dealer told me they may have to rewire a new and
bigger relay separate from the fuse box I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Fuel
pump relay. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Ford F question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Ford F Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. You'll be able to find out if the fuel pump
relay, or the fuel pump Inertia Switch, or the fuel pump is the cause of the No Start Condition on
your Ford car or pickup. If your fuel injected Ford pickup, van, or car still has the Ford relay, this
bad boy will be a green color like the one in the image viewer. If it has already been replaced
with an after-market one, this relay won't be green, but will have a gray body. This is no big
deal, since the circuit descriptions are the same. You will be able to use the info in this article to
diagnose the fuel pump relay on your Ford vehicle even if the colors of the fuel pump relay
connector's wires are different! The core purpose of a relay is to control a high amount of
current with a smaller lower current. You might ask. Well, every Ford fuel pump relay has two
basic circuits and for the purpose of our discussion, we'll call them:. The high current circuit is
the one that delivers the voltage and thus current to the fuel pump in the gas tank or on the
frame rail. As you can see, there's really nothing complicated happening behind the scenes with
the fuel pump relay and the way it activates the fuel pump when you turn the Key On and start
cranking the engine. Ford Ignition System Circu
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it Diagram 4. All Tutorials: 4. I leave dental floss in the kitchen and watch the roaches hang
themselves. This material may not be reproduced without the author's consent. As an Amazon
Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product
links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic
testing information to help you solve the problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2 Page 3 Page 4.
Testing the Ford fuel pump relay on the car is not that hard to do. You need a few basic things
and they are: Multimeter A digital or analog multimeter will work. Wire Piercing Probe This tool
is a time saver of the first order. To see what this tool looks like, click here: Wire Piercing Probe.
Jumper Wires You'll need two of them with alligator clips on both ends you can make these
yourself. Applies To:. Ford Vehicles:. Lincoln Vehicles:. Mercury Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this
link or you will be banned from the site! Hate Spam.

